CONFINEMENT

“a. A confinement is a 50-minute period during which confined cadets, in duty uniform with white waist belt, are required to remain in their room, which is maintained in MRI Order.

b. At the beginning of the first confinement period, and after each confinement served, each confined cadet reports to the company duty team to sign the confinement sheet and be inspected for proper uniform. A cadet’s signature on the confinement sheet indicates understanding of confinement status and that he/she was sitting a proper confinement in their room during the previous confinement period, unless excused by proper authority.

c. Academic activities are the only activities in which a confined cadet is authorized to participate.

d. Confined cadets are not authorized visitors and will display CC Form 15 on their door which says “CONFINEMENT.” The form is available at: http://www.citadel.edu/root/commandant-administration/commandant-administration-cc-forms.

e. A confined cadet does not receive credit for improperly served confinements, and a PR is submitted for the offense of Improper serving of Punishment.

f. Confinements are served on Wednesday at 1500, 1600, and 1700; on Friday at 1900, 2000, and 2100; and on Saturday at 1400, 1500, 1600, 1900, 2000, and 2100. Optional Sunday 1400, 1500, 1600, and 1700 is available for in-season Corps Squad Cadets. The maximum number of confinements served per week is 12 confinements.”

**Blue Book Regulations for the South Carolina Corps of Cadets:**
Chapter 7 – Discipline; Paragraph I; Punishments; subparagraph 4. Confinements.

CC Form 15